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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a functional calculus for an n-tuple of noncommuting 
self-adjoint operators on a Banach space will be proposed and 
examined. 
The von Neumann spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators on 
a Hilbert space leads to a functional calculus which assigns to a self- 
adjoint operator A and a real Borel-measurable function f of a real 
variable, another self-adjoint operatorf(A). 
This calculus generalizes in a natural way to an n-tuple of com- 
muting self-adjoint operators A = (A, ,..., A,), because their spectral 
families commute. In particular, if v is an eigenvector of A, ,..., A, 
with eigenvalues A, ,..., A, , respectively, and f a continuous function 
of n real variables, 
f(A 1 ,..., A,) u = f(b , . . . . U 0. 
This principle fails when the operators don’t commute; instead 
we have the Uncertainty Principle, and so on. 
However, the Fourier inversion formula can also be used to define 
the von Neumann functional cakuius for a single operator: 
where 
f(4) = (37F2 1 (Sf)(&) exp( -2 f A,) 4 
E’ 
This definition generalizes naturally to an n-tuple of operators, 
commutative or not, as follows: in the n-dimensional Fourier inversion 
240 
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formula, the free variables x 1 ,..,, x, are replaced by self-adjoint 
operators A, ,..., A, . With dot product notation, 
5-A= &4+~~-+Lt-%, 
the defining formula can be written 
where 
f(A) = (27r)-7@ f (Ff)(S) exp( -2.5 . A) df 
En 
(Sf)(f) = (2n)enlz I f(x) exp(ix . 0 dx. 
E” 
As will be explained further in Section 2, f(A) so defined can be 
regarded as the result of the operator-valued tempered distribution 
.F-l(exp(iE * A)) acting on f. This is the point of view which will be 
developed in this paper. 
Formula (1.1) was suggested by Weyl [16] in the special case 
A = (P, Q) where P and Q are the coordinate and momentum 
operators of quantum mechanics. Weyl used formula (I .l) as a 
quantization procedure, and noted that quantization of Hamilton’s 
equations led to the quantum-theoretic equations of motion. 
On a general Banach space, an operator will be defined to be self- 
adjoint if it is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
group of isometries. For bounded operators, this definition originates 
with Vidav [15]. F ormula (1.1) then yields a functional calculus for 
noncommuting self-adjoint operators on a Banach space with the same 
characteristic properties as in the Hilbert space case. Hilbert space is 
undoubtedly the most important because it has such an ample supply 
of self-adjoint operators. But since the methods used here, operator 
semigroups, distribution theory, and harmonic analysis, are set 
naturally on Banach space, we do the extra work in Theorems 3.3 and 
3.4 to cover the Banach space case. 
As Professor L. Hiirmander has pointed out to the present author, 
formula (1.1) is related to a partial differential equation with operator 
coefficients having an operator-valued function U(x, t) (rz spatial 
variables) as unknown. In fact, if 
T(A, x, t) = 9-l exp(i(t . A) t), 
then T(A, x, t) is the fundamental solution of 
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(Simply take the Fourier tranform with respect to the spatial variables, 
and solve the equation in t.) 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS 
DEFINITION. A linear operator U on a Banach space 9 is unitary 
if and only if it is an isometry of g onto ~3’. 
DEFINITION. An operator A, on a Banach space 8 is self-adjoint 
if and only if iA, is the infinitesimal generator of a one-parameter 
strongly continuous group of unitary operators on =C#. On Hilbert 
space, this is the usual definion by Stone’s theorem. The group with 
parameter t is exp(itA,) if A, is bounded, and the same notation will 
be used if A, is unbounded. 
LEMMA 2.1. The bounded self-adjoint operators on B form a real 
linear subspace of L(9). 
Proof. If A, , A, are bounded and self-adjoint, and t1 , f2 real, 
then the formula 
exp(it(f,A, + (,A,)) = strong lim exp zt n-m 
[ (’ y) exp (it*]]” 
holds as a trivial case of the Trotter product formula [14]. Since the 
left side is invertible and is a strong limit of unitary operators, it is 
unitary. 
LEMMA 2.2. If A, and A, are bounded and self-adjoint, 
II ev(4 + iA2)ll G expll4 Il. 
Proof. This also follows from the Trotter product formula. (This 
lemma is proved for Hilbert space with a better estimate for the norm 
by Taylor [12]. The next lemma is also in Taylor’s paper.) 
If A = (A, ,..., A,) is an n-tuple of bounded self-adjoint operators, 
exp(i[ * A) is a unitary operator-valued function on En, so as a 
tempered distribution it has an inverse Fourier transform. For a 
general discussion of distribution theory, see [3]. Let 4 denote the 
12 complex variables ([r ,..., I&) where & = S; + iqj . Let 
I 1 I = (f I 51 y2. 
j=l 
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The Paley-Wiener theorem says that a tempered distribution T has 
compact support if and only if its Fourier transform extends to an 
entire analytic function satisfying for some polynomial Q in one 
variable and some constant p, the estimate 
Furthermore, the smallest ball centered at the origin containing the 
support, is given by the minimum possible value of p. When 
T E CoYEn), dl 5 I) can be taken to be C,(l + / 5 I)-” for any real 
N, where C, is a constant. 
LEMMA 2.3. If A = (A, ,..., A,) is an n-tuple of bounded self- 
adjoint operators, then 9-l exp(it * A)) is a compactly supported 
operator-valued tempered istribution [which immediately extends to a 
distribution on C”(Elt)]. 
Proof. exp(ic * A) is entire and, by Lemma 2.2, satisfies the 
estimate required for the Paley-Wiener theorem. 
A compactly supported distribution on C”(Elt) is of course deter- 
mined by its action on polynomials in the real variables xi’,..., x, . 
We now construct a functional calculus on polynomials by algebraic 
means. 
If M is an affine transformation of En, given by 
(MX), = i cijxj + 4 > 
j=l 
then MA denotes the n-tuple of operators given by 
(MA)< = i ciiAj + diI, 
j=l 
and Mf denotes the function given by 
(if) = few* 
THEOREM 2.4. (a) There is a unique family of linear forms T,(A), 
indexed by the n-tuples of bounded self-adjoint operators on a Banach 
space 99, from the polynomials on En into L(B) such that (i) ifp(x) is a 
polynomial in x1 alone, 
TMP = ~(4. 
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(ii) ;f R is a rotation of coordinates, and p a polynomial, 
T,(RA) p = T,(A)(Rp) (Rotational Covariance). 
(b) If p(x) = (Cyzl ajxj)“, then 
*@I P = (lfI djw’. 
(c) If p(x) = x:1 *** x:m, then 
T,(A)p = kl! ;I kJ c A,(,) *‘* A&) , 
77 
(2-l) 
where the sum is taken over every map r of (I,..., k = k, + a** + k,} 
into (l,..., n} which assumes the valuej exactly kj times. 
Proof. Uniqueness. Note first that any polynomial is a linear 
combination of polynomials of the form (C,“=, ajxj)m. For when this 
is expanded as a sum of monomials in x1 ,..., x, , every monomial 
homogeneous of degree m occurs, with coefficient equal to a nonzero 
integer times the same monomial in a, ,..., a, . Thus the coefficients 
are linearly independent as polynomials in a, ,.,., a, , and so any 
polynomial homogeneous of degree m in x1 ,..., x, is the sum of 
polynomials of the form (xy=i ajxj) m. Partitioning a polynomial into 
its homogeneous parts yields the general case. However, ($i ajxj)m 
is a rotation of arm times a constant. So Z’,,(A)((~~~, ajxi)“) is deter- 
mined by (i) and (ii) and 
By linearity, T(A) p is determined for every polynomial p. 
Conversely, formula (2.2) determines a linear form on the poly- 
nomials which is consistent with formula (2.1) as is easily seen by 
expansion of (Czi ajxj)” and (Et f r ajAi)“. Formula (2.1) guarantees 
that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
In order to relate T,,(A) to g-r(exp(i[ . A)) for bounded self- 
adjoint operators, some elementary lemmas about compactly supported 
distributions will now be stated. 
LEMMA 2.5. If T is a distribution with compact support and p(x) 
a polynomial, then p(-i(a/X)) FT is polynomially bounded on any 
domain on which / Im 5 1 is bounded. 
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Proof. p(x) T is also a distribution with compact support, and 
(P (4 ;, V)) (5) = VW4 T))(5) 
by analytic continuation from En, so the Paley-Wiener theorem 
applies. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let f(x) = 1, and T be a distribution with compact 
support. Then 
Tf = (27r)“‘“(ST)(O) 
Proof. Let IJI be a test function equal to 1 near the origin, and let 
am = p)(~x). Then 
Tf = Tgi for small F, 
and 
For all E, 
s E" ; (=%p) (- f) de = (27~)"'~p)(O) = (2rr)'@ 
so in the limit E --f 0, T~J, -+ (27r)“/” ST(O). 
LEMMA 2.7. If p( ) x is a polynomial in x and T is a distribution 
with compact support, 
Tp = (27r)“/2 (p (4 ;) 9T) (0). 
Proof. Letf(x) s 1, 
TP = T&f) = ($T)f = (27?‘“(9(~T))(O) 
= (2s7)"12 (p (4 $) ST) (0). 
THEOREM 2.8. For each n-tuple A of bounded self-adjoint operators, 
T,,(A) is the restriction to polynomials of the compactly supported 
operator-valued istribution 
(2rr)-nM-1(exp(if . A)). 
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Proof. Let p(x) = (Cj”=l ujxj)“. By Lemma 2.7, 
[(29r-“lzfl--‘(exp(iS * A))] p = (p (--i ;J exp(i5 . A)) (0) 
= To(A) P. 
The theorem follows by Theorem 2.4. 
From now on T(A) will denote (2v)-“/zS-1(exp(if * A), and as 
a compactly supported distribution its domain is Cm(Elz). 
THEOREM 2.9. As a distribution on C”(E”), T(A) satisfies for 
bounded n-tuples, (a) A# ne covariance: if M is an a$ine self-map of En, 
then 
TM4 f = WP!f). 
(b) Consistency with the one-dimensional calculus: zjc f(x) = 
&l> E wm 
T(A) f = WJ g- 
Also, consistency with the k-dimensional calculus, k < n. 
(c) T(A) f is jointly continuous in A and f with respect to the C” 
topology on f E Cm(En), the operator norm topology on T(A) f E L(B), 
and the norm 
il A II = II 4 II + ... + II A, II on A E &-W). 
j=l 
(d) When g = S (Hilbert space), T(A) f is self-adjoint iff is real. 
(e) If U is a unitary transformation of g and UAW1 denotes 
the n-tuple with entries UA,U-I, then 
U(T(A)f) U-l = T(UAU-l)f. 
Proof. (a) Polynomials are dense in Cm(Ea). If f = (C,“=l ujxj)“, 
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(b) Let (MC), = x1 , (Mx)~ = 0 if j > 1. Then Mf = f. 
BY pa& (4, 
T(A)f = T(A) Mf = T(MA)f. 
T(MA) = T((A, , o,..., 0)) = T(A,) 0 6(x,) I @ *a. @ 6(x,) I. 
Therefore T(A)f = T(A,) g 
(c) By the Paley-Wiener theorem, T(A) will have support in 
a fixed compact set when \I A (1 is 1 ess than a constant. Let F(X) be a 
test function with q(x) = 1 near the union of supports of all T(A) 
satisfying 11 A - A, I( < E. Then T(A) f = T(A)(q$) for all A 
satisfying (1 A - A, 11 < E. If f -tfa in Cm(E”), then vf -+ vfO in 
GrnP)~ so fl(Tff> -+ s(q$,J in the L1 norm. Also exp(--it * A) 
is continuous in f and A, and 
I] exp( --if * A)/] = 1. 
Therefore inspection of formula (1.1) yields the result. 
(d) If f is real, (s-)(t) = (sf)( -5). Also [exp(-it * A)] = 
exp(--i(-<) * A). Inspection of (1.1) then yields the result. 
(e) Obvious. 
Note. Theorem 2.9(d) is false for some Banach spaces, even when 
n = 1. See Lumer ([6-J, $8) w h ere it is also shown that not all self- 
adjoint operators are spectral. 
The next step is to extend the calculus to certain n-tuples of 
unbounded self-adjoint operators. 
DEFINITION. A self-adjoint n-tuple A is an n-tuple of self-adjoint 
operators, A, ,..., A, , not necessarily bounded on a, such that when 
A 1 ,***, A, are restricted to the intersection of their domains, every 
linear combination of them has for its closure a self-adjoint operator. 
This self-adjoint operator will be denoted 4 . A, where .$i ,..., 5, are 
the coefficients in the linear combination. 
LEMMA 2.10. If A is self-adjoint, then exp(if * A) is strongly 
continuous in 5. 
Proof. This is a rather special case of Theorem 5.2 in Trotter [14], 
which relates convergence of semigroups to convergence of their 
generators. 
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When A is self-adjoin& (27r)-n/2F-1 exp(i[ * A) is clearly defined 
as an operator-valued tempered distribution which will be denoted, 
as usual, T(A). If T(A) h as compact support, its Fourier transform 
(277)- n/2 exp(i5 . A) extends to an entire analytic function, and 
differentiating with respect to $ at the origin yields A, (put & =- tj , 
and Aj is the generator). So Aj is bounded, and A is a bounded self- 
adjoint n-tuple. It follows that in the unbounded case T(A) cannot 
be directly related to a calculus on polynomials. 
Note, however, that Theorem 2.9(a) is retained for nonsingular 
affine transformations, as is easily verified by direct computation 
from formula (1.1). Singular affine transformations lead to functions 
not in Y(E”) (the Schwartz class, on which tempered distributions 
act). Parts (d) and (e) of theorem 2.9 remain trivially true. Part (b) 
can also be rescued in the following sense: 
Proof. Let A6 = (EA, ,..., EA, , Aj+l ,..., A,). Then by afine 
covariance, T(A) f E = T(Ay) - exp(i[ * As) converges strongly to 
exp(i[ * A”) as E -+ 0, so by Dominated Convergence in formula (l.l), 
DEFINITIONS. The Weyl Functional Calculus is the set of operator- 
valued tempered distributions T(A) indexed by self-adjoint n-tuples A. 
The Joint Spectral Distribution of A is the distribution T(A). 
The Joint Spectrum of A is the support of T(A), and is denoted 
44. 
The ordinary spectrum of A, when 1~ = 1, will be denoted o(A), 
as usual. 
3. THE JOINT SPECTRUM 
The structure of o,(A) and the order of T(A) as a distribution 
will be the main topics of this section. Essential properties of the 
Weyl Calculus for a single operator will be established first. 
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LEMMA 3.1. When TZ = 1, the Weyl calculus is multiplicative, 
viz. VWi9 = (W9fNW) 9). 
Proof. 
= (277-n/z J,, 9( f&3 exp( --i5~%) d51 
z GW” j (sf)(& - Q) exp(-i(& - dAl)(~dh) exp(--iw’V d&h 
E2 
= P7Y I,, (-Tf)(d exp(--iv%) h j,, PWd exp(--irlA) 4, 
= (T(A) f)(W) g>- 
LEMMA3.2. Whenn = l,p( x zs a o ) . p b nomial of degree m, u E D(Alm) 
and 4” E Y(El), ~(0) = 1, then p(A,) u = lim,,,, T(A)(q(4 P(x)) u. 
If in addition f E Y(El), then for any u E B, 
T(A) f E fi D(4’9 and p(A,)( T(4.f) = F,m W)b+x) P(x) f(x)). 
W&=1 
Pyoof. T(A)(Fw) converges strongly to 1 by Lemma 2.11, so 
for the first statement it suffices to show that 
WKd4 P(X)) = W)(p?(4 ~(4) on Wlm). 
For the second statement, 
= T(A)($), etc. 
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The final statement follows by the same calculation made for the 
first, with F(EX) replaced by f(x) I, since T(A)(v(~x)f(x)) = 
G%wawYA)f). 
LEMMA 3.3. When n = 1, V,(A) = o(A,). 
Proof. Assume a $ a,(A). Then for some 17 > 0, 
(a - rl> a + 11) n %@) = 4. 
Let q(x) E Cs”((a - 7, a + r))), and y(x) = 1 near a. Let #(x) = 
1 - v(x). Since #(x) = 1 on a,(A), 
stro~~lim T(A)(exp( -•Ez2) 8/(x)) = I. 
On D(A), st. Iim,,, T(A)(exp(--Qx2)(x - a)) = A, - Iu, by Lemma 
3.2. Also (X - a)-‘$( x IS s ) * q uare-summable along with its derivative, 
so 9((x - a)-4,4(x)) ELM. It follows from formula (1.1) that 
stro~~Olim T(A)(exp( -&)(x - a)-‘+(X)) 
exists as a bounded operator M. By Lemma 3.1, 
T(A)(exp( --6%?)(x - U)-‘+(X)) T(A)(exp( -6x2)(x - a)) 
= W)(exp(+ + 4 x2444)), 
and in the strong limit as e1 --t 0, 
MT(A)(exp( -ex”)(x - a)) = T(A)(exp( -ex”) 4(x)). 
Let E -+ 0, then on D(A,), 
M(A, - UZ) = I. 
This implies /l(Ar - al) u )I >, 11 M 11-l 1) u 1) on D(AJ, and since A, 
is closed, the range of A, - aI is closed. So if A - al is not surjective, 
neither is A, - (a + ib) I for sufficiently small real b. But real b # 0 
is in the resolvent set of i(A, - al), so this is impossible, Therefore M 
is the inverse of A, - al, and a $ o(A,). 
Conversely, suppose 0 $ u(A). Then for some 17 > 0, (-27, 27) n 
aw(A) = v. Consider the multiplicative semigroup of functions 
defined, for t > 0, by 
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where x(-,,?) is the characteristic function of (7, T). Then JI1 E C,“(E), 
d$,/dt exists in the 9(E) topology, and 
(x - ?)“(X + ?I2 g (4 = 2(x2 + 7*) $Jt(X). 
By Lemma 3.2, 
(4 - 7)2(4 + d2T4 ($q = WV 4 72) W) $6 9 
where r(AJ is the bounded operator (A, + 7)-2(/l, - 7))-22(A12 + 7%). 
Therefore T(A) #1 = exp((t - 1) r(A,)) * T(A) & . This is clearly 
analytic in t, so P 3 Iimt+,,+. T(A) #f exists in norm, and since 
(Ibt(x))” = $21(~), the limit is a bounded projection. If P = 0, then 
when f E GY(-rl, d) 
Thus 0 $ o,(A). If P # 0, it clearly reduces the operator to one 
whose spectrum lies in [-7, q], contradicting the assumption that 
(-27,27) n +I,) = M . 
DEFINITION. If A, is a single self-adjoint operator, with domain 
W,) c 8 
sup A, 3 sup((L4g4, w) ( u E ZqA,), v E 3*, \I u II = 1, I/ w II = 1, (24, 0) = I>. 
inf A, 3 inf{(&, w) 1 u E l&4,), 21 E B*, (/ u 11 = 1, I/ v jl = 1, (u, 57) = 1). 
SUP 4, inf A, may be +a or -00, respectively. Note that the 
scalars involved in the definition are real, since both iA, and --iA, 
generate contraction semigroups. 
THJXBREM 3.4. If n = 1, the smallest interval of El containing 
a,(A) is [inf A, , sup A,]. 
Proof. In Hilbert space, this is elementary. For the general case, 
the theory of holomorphic semigroups provides a bridge, A holo- 
morphic contraction semigroup of type “Im 5 > 0” is an operator- 
valued function E(5) defined for Im 5 >, 0 such that 1) E(Q1 < 1, 
E(5) E([l) = E(< + [l), E(0) = I, E(5) is strongly continuous, and 
E(C) is holomorphic in the operator norm topology on Im 5 > 0. 
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In particular, for real 5, E(i) is a strongly continuous unitary group, 
with a self-adjoint infinitesimal generator. By Theorem 3.1 of 
Nelson [7], a strongly continuous unitary group extends to a holo- 
morphic semigroup for Im 5 > 0 iff its infinitesimal generator A, 
satisfies inf A, > 0. 
Suppose then, that inf A, >, 0. Let p) E Corn(F). Then 
~(aW))(f> = P-)” j ev(--i(f - P) 4@%)(P) C. 
El 
This extends to a strongly continuous bounded function for Im 5: > 0, 
G(t) = @‘7-” j E(t - i?)(Fv)(P) dP, 
E’ 
which is bounded in norm. It is also holomorphic for 5 > 0, since 
(e3 E(5 - 5’) is bounded on any domain Im 5 > c > 0 by the 
Cauchy integral formula. However, v,(A) is compactly supported, 
so ~wvNK) is holomorphic in the complex plane. Two holo- 
morphic functions equal on Re 5 = 0 necessarily coincide, because -- 
their difference $(<) extends by defining #([) = $(<) to an entire 
function which vanishes on Re 5 = 0. So G(c) = F(p,T(A))(<) on 
Re 5 > 0. 9(912’(A))({) is th en b ounded on Re 5 > 0, so the Paley- 
Wiener theorem implies that y,T(A) is supported in x > 0. Therefore 
T(A) is supported in x 3 0. 
Conversely, suppose T(A) is supported in x > E > 0. If u E @A,), 
then 
K(f) = (f + i)-2(exp(i&4,)) u E L1(E1, B) n L2(E1, B) 
as is the derivative 
dK(4 - = -2([ + i)-3(exp(i&4,)) II + (5 + i)-2i(exp(i&4,)) A,u. 
df 
Thus T-lK is a continuous vector-valued function, and 
c%=--lK ELl(E’, B) 
by the Schwartz inequality applied to x%-lK and x-l on the com- 
plement of a neighborhood of the origin. Also 
(27r)ni2T(A) u = (i $ + z’]‘S-~K = 0 for x < E. 
So for x < c, T-lK = c,e-x + c,xe-x. Since F-lK is a tempered 
distribution, c, = c, = 0. 
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Define E,,(l) for Re 5 > 0 by 
I&({) = (2~)-~/~ f e”~“(9=K)(x) dx. 
I( E,(Q\ is bounded by the L1 norm of 9-lK and continuous on 
Re 5 2 0. It is also holomorphic on Re 5 > 0 because the factor 
exp[-(Im 5) x] makes differentiation under the integral sign possible. 
But 
exp(--itA,) u = 9 ((i $ + i)‘s-lK) = (5 + ZJ2E,([). 
Therefore (exp(i&l,)) u extends over Im 5 > 0 to a continuous 
function E(c) = (5 + i)” E,(5) which is holomorphic on Im < > 0. 
Such an extension is unique as explained above, so after conformally 
mapping the half-plane into the disc Perron’s method for solving 
the Dirichlet problem shows that 
(See Ahlfors [I], p. 196.) D(A,) is dense, so E(t) defines a linear 
operator, which we also denote E(c), with norm < 1, strongly con- 
tinuous on Im 5 > 0, and norm holomorphic on Im 5 > 0. 
Finally the group property holds: If Im 5 >, 0, E([ + 6) - E(e) E(5) 
is strongly continuous in 5, holomorphic in 5 for Im 5 > 0, and 
equals 0 for Im 4 = 0. As above, 
for all f, 1. 
When 5 is replaced by a complex variable c1 while [ is held constant, 
the same argument shows that 
-w + 5) = -qP) Jq5) 
for Re 5, Re 51 > 0. Therefore by Nelson’s theorem, inf A, > 0. 
Since T((A, + tl)) is the translate by t of T(A), T(A) = 0 for x < 0 
implies inf A, > 0. Similarly the interval bounding a,(A) in general 
is obtained. 
THEOREM 3.5. I’ A is se&adjoint, then the conwex hull of u,(A) is 
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Proof. The convex hull of o,(A) is determined by its bounding 
hyperplanes. Because of rotational covariance, only the bounding 
hyperplanes with normal vector f = (1, O,..., 0) need be considered. 
Assume inf A, = 0, and let f E CO”({x / xi < -E}). Then by Paley- 
Wiener, 
when Im II > 0, Im Z;, = *a. = Im 5, = 0. Also, the Trotter 
Product Formula says that 
exp(--it *A) = stronn_gmlim [expi-i+&) exp (-i (“” + ‘,’ + ““n)j]” 
so by Dominated Convergence 
x exp [ ( 
6 --i$A, exp 
1 ! 
-i (514~ + ..* + &At) 11 “dt n 1 
Now exp(i[,dr) is analytic on Re 5, > 0 and strongly continuous 
up to the boundary Re II = 0, and has norm ,< 1, so the contour 
of integration can be shifted by replacing t1 with [r + iv1 , Q , fixed. 
This gives an estimate for /( T(A) f 1) of the form (constant) exp( -qi). 
It follows by letting q1 + co that T(A) f = 0. The result for arbitrary 
inf A, , sup A, follows immediately. 
Conversely, Lemma 2.11 with j = n - 1 and Theorem 3.4 show 
that the given estimate for the hyperplanes is the exact one. 
THEOREM 3.6. If n is odd, and for some R > 0, [I(5 * A) u /I > 
RI 5 1 11 u //for all f # 0, u ES”, then 
Proof. Introduce coordinates w on the unit sphere S(0, 1) and 
radial coordinate Y, so that [ * A = rA(w) where I = ) f I and 
w = 51 5 1-l. Then formula (1.1) becomes 
s(( -d)(+l)Pf)(r, w) exp(irA(w)) dr dw (3.1) 
The inner integral reduces to the one-dimensional formula for 
T(A(w)) g, where g(y) is the function of one variable y obtained by 
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integrating ( -d)(“-1)/2f over the hyperplane orthogonal to UJ = .$I 5 1-l 
and at distance y from the origin. By the hypothesis on 4 * A, 
T(A(w)) g does not depend on the values of g where / y j < R 
Since (-4)(“-1)/2 is a local operator, this completes the proof. 
The joint spectrum is in general highly nonconvex. In fact, any 
closed set in En is the joint spectrum of an n-tuple of commuting 
operators on Hilbert space with a common basis of eigenvectors. 
Simply let X1, AZ,... be a dense subset of the closed set, where 
Xk = (Xik ,..., hlLk), and let P, P2 ,... be a sequence of orthogonal 
projections. Then A = (A, ,..., A,) where Ai = C& hjkP’” suffices. 
The spin matrices on two-dimensional Hilbert space, to be discussed 
in Section 4, exemplify another type of nonconvexity of a,(A). 
By definition, the order of a distribution T is < K iff, whenever 
fi ,f2 ,-** is a sequence of C” functions with supports contained in a 
compact set K and the derivatives of fi up to order k tend to zero 
uniformly on K as j -+ co, Tfj --t 0 as j -+ co. See Schwartz [9]. 
For operator-valued distributions the operator norm topology is 
used for Tf in this paper. It follows, then, from the real-variable theory 
that a distribution is of order 0 iff restricted to compact subset K C En, 
T is a bounded Bore1 measure, countably additive in the weak operator 
topology. An operator-valued distribution of order zero will be called 
a measure. 
THEOREM 3.7. On Hilbert space, T(A) is a nonnegative measure iff 
the spectral measures of A, ,..., A, commute. Note: If m(S) denotes the 
measure of bounded Bore1 set S, then m(S) is self-adjoint by Theorem 
2.9(d) (trivial extension to unbounded case). Nonnegative measure means 
that m(S) >, 0 in the partial ordering of bounded seZf-adjoint operators. 
Proof. If the spectral measures are commutative then T(A) is 
simply the tensor product of the spectral measures, which is obviously 
a nonnegative measure. Conversely, suppose T(A) is a measure. 
Iff E Com(Em) and 0 <f < 1, then T(A)f >, 0 and by Lemma 2.11 
0 < T(A) f < I. It is then elementary that m(S) extends to a Bore1 
measure on En, such that 0 < m(s) < I for all S, and m(S) is count- 
ably additive in the weak operator topology. Let 
Then by Lemma 2.11, m(S(j, G)) g’ Ives the spectral measure of A, 
where G is a Bore1 set in El. Thus if G1 n G2 = 0, m(S( j, Gi)) and 
m(S( j, G2)) are orthogonal projections. If R1 = G,l x *a- x Gnl 
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(Cartesian product), R2 = G,2 x a** x Gm2, and R1 n R2 = o, i.e., 
Gil n G,2 = o for some j, then since m(R1) < m(S( j, G,l)) and 
m(R2) < m( S( j, Gi2)), therefore 
Let 
m(Rl) m(R2) = [m(ZP) m(S( j, G,‘)][m(S(j, Gj2)) m(R”)] := 0. 
S = S(j, Gi) n S(k, G,), 
S2 = S(j, Gj) n S(k, El - GJ, 
S3 = S( j, El - GJ n S(k, G,J. 
S, S2, S3 are disjoint Cartesian products and 
S(j, Gi) = S u S2, 
S(h, G,) = S u S3, 
4% j, G)) m(S(k G)) = [m(S1> + 4S2>1EmP1> + dS3>l 
= m(Sl) m(S1) = m(S(k GJ) m(S(j, GA 
i.e. the spectral measures of A, ,..., A, commute. 
In Section 4, it will be shown that the joint spectral distribution of 
the non-commutative pair (P, Q) is a signed measure. This measure 
is locally of bounded variation even in the operator norm topology. 
LEMMA 3.8. The order of the joint spectral distribution T(A) is at 
most n/2 + 1, n even, 07 (n + 1)/2, n odd. 
Proof. This crude estimate is based on the obvious fact that 
II T(4f II < (2~)-n’2/l =Tf IILl . It is elementary that if the sequence 
!h 9 B2 ,*** has common compact support K, and derivatives of gi 
up to order k > n/2 tend to zero uniformly on K, then Ij 9gj jJL1 -+ 0 
as j -+ co. In fact, if d denotes the Laplacian, then 
(Ff )(5> = / $+ 1 ~C(-W2 + l>f>T 
and Schwartz’s inequality can be applied to the right side. 
The increase in the order of T(A) with n is illustrated in the remark 
following example 1, Section 4. 
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DEFINITION. The singular support of an operator-valued tempered 
distribution is the complement of the largest open set on which 
it is a C” function in the operator norm topology. 
LEMMA 3.9. If the self-acljoint n-tuple A is bounded, then the 
convex hull of the singular support of T(A) coincides with the convex hull 
of 44 
Proof. T(A) . is compactly supported by theorem 3.5. Suppose 
sup A, = c, but T(A) is C” when x1 > c - E. Then by lemma 2.11, 
the spectral distribution of A, for x1 > c - E is recovered by inte- 
grating T(A) with respect to x2 ,..., x, . But this yields a C” function 
W(xl) for x1 > c - e. By multiplicativity of the one-variable case, 
and approximation of the characteristic function of an interval by 
test functions in the L1 norm, it follows that Jda W(xi) dx, , where 
c - E < a < b, is always a projection. But since the integral is norm- 
differentiable in b the projection must be constant, and therefore 
vanishes identically. This contradicts the hypothesis sup A, = c. 
This case is typical, so the proof is complete. 
The previously mentioned case of commuting operators with 
common eigenvectors makes it clear that the singular support is not 
always smaller than the whole joint spectrum. On a finite dimensional 
Hilbert space, however, the singular support often lies on an algebraic 
variety. The following theorem occurs in [.?I: 
THEOREM A. If A is a 3-tupZe of seEf-adjoint operators on a jkite- 
dimensional Hilbert space, then T(A) is a C” function in the operator 
norm topology on an open dense set, whose complement has Lebesgue 
measure 0. 
The proof involves careful study of the geometry underlying the 
operator version of the Radon inversion formula. This is the version 
of (1 .I) introduced in the proof of theorem 3.6 and numbered (3.1). 
It turns out that singularities are in fact confined to an algebraic 
variety. The proof is omitted here, since the method belongs to the 
theory of systems of partial differential equations. (Recall the remark 
in Section 1 identifying T(A) as a “fundamental solution.“) 
On a finite dimensional Banach space there cannot exist a basis 
ui ,..., u, for 9 such that T(A) ui is C” on En. For on a finite dimen- 
sional space this implies that T(A) is C” in the operator norm 
topology, which by lemma 3.8 is impossible. However, in Section 4 
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it will be shown that on infinite dimensional Hilbert space, T((P, Q)) ui 
is an analytic map from E2 into S where u1 , u2 ,... is the orthogonal 
basis of Hermite functions. 
4. EXAMPLES OF JOINT SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
EXAMPLE 1. Two-dimensional Hilbert space Z2. A basis for 
the real vector space of self-adjoint operators on S2 is given by the 
spin-&matrices Jr , J2 , J3 and the identity I. Let J denote ( J1 , J2 , J3). 
Jl = (:, -;j J2 = (‘: ;j J3 = (“i 6, 
Thus any self-adjoint n-tuple on X2 is obtained from an affine trans- 
formation n/r acting on the n-tuple ( J1 , Jz , J3 , O,..., 0). By affine 
covariance of the Weyl functional calculus, all joint spectral distribu- 
tions on X2 are affine transformations of T(J). 
THEOREM 4.1. 
W)f = ‘s,, 1) (1 + y +jf +I + Isto 1) (J * $j f dp, > (4.1) 
where S(0, 1) is the 2-sphere with center 0 and radius 1, and pI is the 
uniformly distributed probability measure on S(0, 1). 
Proof. 8(JiJk + JkJi) = I+, . Therefore (5 . J)” = j f 121, and by 
power-series expansion 
exp(it + J) = (cos / 6 1) I + @$+ it * J. 
The Fourier integral of the uniformly distributed probability measure 
pfi on D(0, R) is easily computed with spherical polar coordinates and 
found to be 




(. 2 sin(RI 5 I) L , *, d sin(RI 5 I) 
dt RI II 4 El ( RI 51 1 
= cos(R( 6 1) - “?f; f ‘) 
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Therefore 
(24-3’2 9--I cos(RI ‘t 1) = PR + 2 ’ (t/b) 
Formula (4.1) follows immediately with R = 1. 
Remark. To illustrate the increase in the order of singularity of 
T(A) with n, let A, . . . . A, be self-adjoint and satisfy the anticommuta- 
tion relations 
$(AjA, + AjAlc) = $Sjk. 
(For each n, such n-tuples are easily constructed from tensor products 
of spin-Q matrices.) Then, just as above, 
(27r)ni2T(A) = IS-‘(cosj .$I) - (A . $) S-l (w) . 
The transform of sin\ f \/I 6 1 is obtained in 131, p. 199, and that of 
cos[ f 1 follows as above. The order of singularity of T(A) is (n - 1)/2, 
n odd, or n/2, n even. 
In fact, by formula (1.2), T(A, t) = T(x, t) satisfies 
i ; - A . f-) T(x, t) = 0. 
On multiplying by a/at + A * a/ax, and using the commutation rela- 
ions, T(A, t) is seen to satisfy the wave equation 
EXAMPLE 2. When 21 is a positive integer, the spin-l matrices on 
H2r+l form a 3-tuple L = (L, , L, , L3) such that iL is the set of 
infinitesimal generators of the irreducible representation of SO, of 
weight 1. The case 1 = * constituted Example 1. 
The important property possessed by the self-adjoint 3-tuple L 
for each E is that the 2Z+ 1 eigenvalues of (l/l t I)(,$ * L) are always 
-z, -(I - l),..., 1 - 1,l (The periodicity of one-parameter subgroups 
of the representations forces the eigenvalues to be constant, and the 
explicit values follow from the well-known diagonal form for L,). This 
fact will be exploited via the following elementary lemma: 
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LEMMA. Suppose an m x m matrix S has distinct eigenvalues 
h 1 ,..., A, , and 97 is a complex analytic function on the domain 
Let V(& ,..., A,,J denote the Vandermonde determinant of A, ,..., Ajr2 
and Vj(h, ,..., A,; q~ (A)) the determinant obtained from V by replacing 
X,i by p(Ax). Th en in the sense of power series expansion in S, 
m-1 
&I?) = [V(A, )..., A,)]-’ c Vj(A, ,..., A,; q(h)) 9. (4.2) 
j=o 
Proof. It clearly suffices to verify (4.2) when S is in diagonal 
form. But then (4.2) is simply Cramer’s rule. 
COROLLARY. Let h, = q, where q is an eigenvalues of .$ * L/j [ j 
(When 21 is even, q is any integer -1 < q < 1 when 21 is odd, q is any 
half-integer -1 < q < 1). Then 
2z V(A-, )..., 
exp(i[ *L) = [ V(h-, ,..., &)]-I C 
j=O 
[Put S = .$ -L/I 5 1, y(h) = exp(iAl 5 1) in (4.2)]. 
The determination of T(L) is reduced by formula (4.3) to the 
Fourier transform of elementary functions. The author is indebted to 
Professor V. Bargmann for the observation that the analyticity of 
the coefficient of (5 * L)i can be exploited to turn the calculation 
transparent. 
THEOREM 4.2. T(L) is a distribution of order 1, is an analytic func- 
tion on the complement of the union of the spheres centered at 0 with 
radius Ag , and T(L) f is given by 
ph&, when 21 is even, terms corresponding to A,: 
If(O) + (1 - V(h, ,..., A,) =q>Oc@l ) (L.&f)(O) 
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where C,i are determined by the formal expansion of the Vandermonde 
determinant as a polynomial in A,: 
2vf& ,..., A,) = z C,ih,j. 
jr0 
Note that C,O = 0 when 21 is even and q # 0. pg is the 
uniformly distributed probability measure on the 2 sphere 
centered at 0 with radius X,. When 21 is odd, T(L) is supported 
in {x ( l/2 d 1 x / < 1.) 
Proof. Because [exp(if * L)]* = exp(-it a L), the right side of 
(4.3) is unchanged if exp(i ) 5 ) X) is replaced by cos(l t 1 X) and 
’ i sin(l.$lh) when j is even and odd, respectively. But (.$ * L)j, 
j = o,..., 21, are linearly independent, so the coefficient of (f * L)i 
is uniquely determined. Therefore 
V(L, ,..., A,; exp(il 4 I h)) = V+I-, ,..., A,; cos(l [ 1 A)), j even, 
V(Ll ,..., At; sin( ( 4 1 X)) j odd. 
When Vi is expanded as a power series in / e /, the coefficient of 
/ ( jk is Vj(h-, ,..., X, , (iA)k). This vanishes when k < j because two 
rows are proportional. Thus ] 5 J-jVj is a power series in .zJ2. Also VJ’ 
can be expanded across its sinusoidal row: 
vj = 
q70c 
c p’ w 5 I A,), j even, 
, 
vi = C C2 sin(/ E I AJ, j odd, 
Q30 
where C’,i are constants. (It is trivial that the terms containing h-, , 
X, are equal for eachj and q. When j > 3, / E I-iF’j E (Lf n L2)(E”) so 
the Fourier transform can be calculated directly: 
(2fl)a/2F-1(J 5 /-‘Vi) = SE, exp( -4 . x)1 5 1-j c Ca cos() 5 ) A,) df 
920 
In spherical polar coordinates with azimuthal angle measured from 
direction x, the integral reduces immediately, 
(2~)~/~S-l() t I-jVj) = -$ J’ 
sin(d x I) CQao C,i 4~~~) d, E* y +2 
The integral can be translated in the complex plane to a line Im z = c 
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with c # 0. Then each term in the sum over (I can be integrated 
separately. 
sin(zl x 1) cos(zA,) _ 1 sin(z(A, + 1 x I)) sin(z(A, - 1 x 1)) -- -- --. 
zi-1 2 zj-1 zi-l 
However, 
and the integral of sin azjz is of course r sign a. It follows easily that 
s 





2 (j T 2)! [(& + I 
x l)j-” - (sign& - 1 x I))& - 1 x I>j-“1. 
Formula 4.5 similarly holds when j is odd, with (- l)j+l replaced by 
(- l)(j/2 + 1)/2. When / x / > Z, the formula implies that 
is a polynomial in x 2. Because Z’(L) has compact support, 
vanishes identically. This implies that the bracket on the right side 
of (4.5) can be replaced by 
-2(Ap - j x I)j-2 1x1 <A,, 
0 1x1 >Az. 
Putting together the constants yields formula (4.4). 
Note that ) 6 I- j V j is still square-summable when j = 2, 3 so the 
method still applies with trivial additional arguments, and the cases 
j = 0, 1 were dealt with in Theorem 4.1. 
Note also (4.5) divided by / x ( is a polynomial in x2 when J x / < A, . 
So the only singularities of T(L) arise from the terms containing A, 
at 1 x / = A, and it is trivial that the order of singularity is 1. Finally, 
when 21 is odd A, # 0, so (L . (a/&))~ annihilates every term (4.5) 
when ( x 1 -=c l/2 and this establishes the final statement in the theorem. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let 9 = L*(E), 1 < p < 0~) (or 93 = C,(El) where 
the 0 subscript now denotes the limit 0 at co). Let iP be the infinite- 
simal generator of the group of translations of Lp(El) (or C,(Q). 
exp(itP) : U(X) -+ u(x + t). Formally P = -ii, 
As noted in Hille-Phillips [.5], the domain D(P) of P is the set of 
absolutely continuous U(X) such that the a.e. derivative is in 39’. 
Let K be the real multiplier k(x). Its domain as the generator of the 
multiplier group exp(itk(x)) is simply the U(X) such that 
k(x) u(x) ELqEy 
(or GP)). 
If k(x) is summable over each finite interval, the operator-valued 
function G(a, b) given by 
G(a, b) u) (x) = exp (i-&j /;a R(y) dy) u(x + a) (4.6) 
clearly defines a one-parameter strongly continuous unitary group 
G(at, bt) for every a, b. The infinitesimal generator of this group is, 
formally, UP + bK. 
In the interest of constructing a functional calculus for as many 
n-tuples as possible, one might proceed immediately to determine 
F-lG(a, b). However, systematic study of the functional calculus 
defined in Section 2 requires that conditions be stated under which 
A = (Z’, I() is a self-adjoint pair. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let exp(--cl x I) K(X) ELM [OT C,(E,)] fog some 
constant c > 0. Then A = (P, K) is self-adjoint on Lp(E1) [or C,(E)] 
and exp(i(uP + bK)) isgiven by formula (4.6). 
Proof. By the Hille-Yosida theorem, A is self-adjoint if for each 
a, b, h f i(aP + bK) restricted to D(P) n D(K) has dense range 
when / h / is sufficiently large (X real). But in fact, the range is dense 
even with domain, 
Q = D(P) n (u I I 44 = O(exp(--(c + 1)1 x I))} C D(P) n D(K). 
simply because the first order linear differential equation 
(A + i(aP + bK)) u(x) = W(X) 
580/4/2-7 
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has the elementary solution 
u(x) = i exp (- (p x + i $44)) jz exp (:Y + ii l(y)) v(y) d. 
where (&l&)(x) = K(X). Th is solution is in D, for all test functions 
V(X) when ) h / > (c + l)] a /, if the integral is taken from + co( - co) 
to x when a < O(a > 0). 
By familiar methods (see Hille-Phillips), the generator of G(at, bt) 
equals i(aP + 6K) on D(P) n D(K). This implies the second state- 
ment of the theorem. 
Trivial computation from formulas (1 .l) and (4.6) yields: 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose exp(-cj x I) K(X) ELP(E~) (or C&V)) for 
some c > 0. Then T(P, K) f is the bounded integral operator given by 
(me K>fl u)(x) = P7v2 jEl c4.f) (x - 43 & jr k(Y) drj 42) 4 
(4.7) 
where 3$ denotes the partial Fourier transform taken with respect to the 
first variable only. 
Of course, (4.7) gives (2r)-lF-lG(a, b) whenever k(x) is locally 
summable. 
Let Q denote the multiplier x. Then the kernel in (4.7) becomes 
(~J)(x - q, (X + q)/2). The partial Fourier transform is an isometry 
of LZ(E2), and the L2(E2) norm of a kernel equals the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm of the operator on L2(E1) it represents. This immediately yields a 
theorem of I. E. Segal [IO] later rediscovered by several other authors, 
including the present one. 
THEOREM 4.5. (25-)l/“T(P, Q) extends by closure to an isometry of 
L2(E2) with the Hilbert-Schmidt operators on A? = L2(E1) in the 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator norm. 
T(P, Q) also has the following important representation: 
THEOREM 4.6. The distribution ?TT(P, Q) is the strongly continuous 
unitary operator-valued function U( p, q) whose action on u(x) E &t = 
L”(a) or C,(a) is given by 
(UP, q) u)(x) = ew(2i(x - 4)P) f429 - 4. 
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Proof. 
VW &> 4w = w-“” jEl c%Z;f) (x - q, x+) u(q) 4 
= P-* jE2 exdol(x - 4 p)f (P, xT) u(q) dp 4 
- +s exp(W - d P)~(P, s> 4% - 4 dp 4 
E2 
where the substitution q -+ 2q - x is made in the last line. 
Theorem 4.6 affirms two previous remarks: 
1. The noncommuting operators P, Q have a measure of locally 
bounded variation (total variation equal to Lebesgue measure on E2) 
as their joint spectral distribution. 
2. The Hermite functions U,,(X), z+(x),... are a basis for L2(Ef) 
with such that for all j, (1 in) U( p, q) uj is an analytic function from E2 
into Z@ = L2(E1). 
The calculation in the proof of Theorem 4.6 can also be carried out 
for general K. In consequence the distribution T(P, K) can be inter- 
preted formally as an operator-valued function U( p, q) whose action 
on D(E1) or Co(E1) is the product of a transformation of the underlying 
measurespace El and a multiplier. When 0 < cr < &/dx < c2 < co for 
all x, U( p, q) is in fact a linear homeomorphism strongly continuous 
in p, 9. 
5. THE WEYL AND RIESZ FUNCTIONAL CALCULI 
F. Riesz has elaborated a functional calculus for a single bounded 
operator on a Banach space (Riesz-Nagy [8], Chap. XI). The Weyl 
functional calculus for a bounded self-adjoint pair A = (A,, A,) 
is closely related to the Riesz functional calculus for the bounded 
operator A, + iA, . 
To every function f(z) holomorphic in z = x1 + ix, near 
o(A, + iA,), the Riesz calculus assigns a bounded operator which 
will be denoted fR(AI + iA,). When f is a polynomialp(x), fR(AI + iA2) 
is obtained simply by substitution: fR(AI + iA,) = p(A, + iA,). 
By Theorem 2.4, 
wq((x, + k2)“) = (A, + L42p. 
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Therefore T(A)f = fR(A1 + iA,) when f is a polynomial in z. 
This is noted by Taylor [12]. 
THEOREM 5.1, Let A be a self-adjoint pair and let f(z) be holo- 
morphic on a simply-connected open domain D, containing CT( A, $ iA,) u 
a,(A). Then T(A)f = fR(A1 + iA,). 
Proof. By Runge’s theorem (see [4], p. 36), f can be approximated 
almost uniformly on D, by a sequence of polynomialspi(z),i = 1, 2,... . 
Because fR(A1 + iA,) is the integral off(z)(zl - (A, + iA2))-l over 
a closed contour C containing o(A, + iA,) in its interior but contained 
in Di , the uniform approximation off by pj on C implies that 
By the Cauchy integral formula, pj approximates f almost uniformly 
on D, in the C’ topology, for any r. Since o,(A) is compact in D, and 
T(A) is a distribution, 
In view of Theorem 5.1, the relationship between o(A, + iA,) 
and o,(A) is of some interest. 
DEFINITION. The numerical range of a bounded operator C on a 
Banach space k@ is the subset of the complex plane whose points are 
of the form (CU, v) where UE B, VE B*, /) ~1) = /I ~111 = 1, and 
(U,+=l.(I p t 1 n ar icu ar, a bounded operator is self-adjoint if and 
only if its numerical range consists of real numbers). 
THEOREM 5.2. If A is a bounded self-a$oint pair, then the conaex 
hull of o,(A) coincides with the closed convex hull of the numerical range 
of A, + iA, . 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, the bounding hyperplanes (in this case 
lines) for a,(A) of the form x1 = c are x1 = sup A, , x1 = inf A. Also, 
((4 + 4) f4 p) = (44 4 + +%u, 4. 
When I( u [j = (j v [I = 1, (u, v) = 1; (A,u, v) and (A,u, v) are real 
because A,, A, are self-adjoint. Therefore the bounding hyperplanes 
of the form x1 = c for the numerical range are also x1 = sup A,, 
x1 = infA,. The congruence of other bounding hyperplanes follows 
similarly, by the rotational covariance of the Weyl calculus and of 
numerical range of A, + iA, . 
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COROLLARY 5.3. If A is a bounded selfaa’joint pair, the convex 
hull of a,(A) contains a(Al + iA,). 
Proof. It is elementary that a(A, + iA,) is contained in the closure 
of the numerical range of A, + iA, . 
Remark on Theorem 5.2. A proof is given in Stone’s book [II], 
p. 131, that the numerical range is convex in the Hilbert space case. 
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